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Abstract. This article analyzes machine learning ways for classifying traffic filtering: supervised learning and
unsupervised learning; semi-supervised learning; reinforcement learning- classification and their use for segmentation and
recognition of objects. A method of teaching with supervised learning for filtering traffic is applied, and a classifier training
model with supervised learning is proposed.
Keywords: supervised learning, unsupervised learning, semi-supervised learning, reinforcement learning, auto
encoders, associations, data sampling, IP- traffic.

Introduction
Machine learning technologies are aimed at creating algorithms that do what is natural for people they learn from experience. Machine learning algorithms use mathematical methods to “learn” to obtain
information directly from data, without using any predefined equations or models.
Moreover, the more data is used for training, the more accurate the resulting model.
1. Machine learning ways for classifying IP-traffic
Figure 1 is shown some machine learning ways for classifying IP-traffic.
Machine Learning ways

Supervised
learning

Classification

Unsupervised
learning

Semi-supervised
learning

Reinforcement
learning

Associations

Regression

Auto Encoders
Clustering
Anomaly Detection
Figure 1. Machine Learning ways for classifying IP-traffic Supervised learning.

Supervised learning when a machine learning model is trained on the available input and
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corresponding output. It, in turn, learns to compare these data and begins to predict the output for new input
data.
Supervised learning requires a complete set of tagged data for training the model at all stages of its
construction.
The presence of a fully marked dataset means that each example in the training set corresponds to
the answer that the algorithm should receive.
Thus, a labeled dataset of flower photographs will teach a neural network that depicts people or
roses.
When the network receives a new photo, it will compare it with examples from the training dataset
to predict the answer (Figure 2).
Classification

Classification –localization

Object detection

Ayub
Ayub
Ayub and his Mam
Figure 2. An example of supervised learning is classification (left), and its further use for segmentation and object
recognition.

Basically, Supervised learning is used to solve two types of problems: classification and regression.
In classification problems, the algorithm predicts discrete values corresponding to class numbers to which
the objects belong [1-2]. In the training dataset with people photos, each image will have a corresponding
label - “person-Ayub” or “his Mam”. The quality of the algorithm is assessed by how accurately it can
correctly classify new photos with “person-Ayub” or “his Mam”. But the regression tasks are associated
with continuous data. One example, linear regression, calculates the expected value of the variable 𝑦, given
specific values of 𝑥.
Unsupervised learning
Perfectly marked and clean data is not easy to get. Therefore, sometimes the task of the algorithm is
to find unknown answers in advance. This is where training without a teacher is needed.
In unsupervised learning, the model has a data set, and there is no clear indication of what to do with
it. The neural network is trying to independently find correlations in the data, extracting useful features and
analyzing them (Figure 3).
Depending on the task, the model organizes the data in different ways.
Clustering. Even without the special knowledge of an expert ornithologist, one can look at a
collection of photographs and divide them into groups by people species, based on the color of the pen, the
size or shape of the beak. This is precisely what clustering is about - the most common task for learning
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without a teacher. The algorithm selects similar data, finding common features, and group them together.
Anomaly detection. Banks can detect fraudulent transactions by detecting unusual customer buying
behavior. Similarly, unsupervised learning is used to find outliers in the data.

Figure 3. Clustering data based on common features.

Associations. Choose diapers, applesauce and a baby mug-spill in the online store, and the site will
recommend that you add a bib and a baby monitor to the order. This is an example of associations: some
characteristics of an object correlate with other attributes. By considering a couple of key features of an
object, a model can predict others with which there is a connection.
Auto encoders. Auto encoders accept input data, encode them, and then try to recreate the initial data
from the resulting code. There are not many real situations when using a simple auto encoder. But it’s worth
adding layers and opportunities will expand: using noisy and original versions of images for training, autoencoders can remove noise from video data, images or medical scans to improve data quality.
Unsupervised learning, it is difficult to calculate the accuracy of the algorithm, since there are no
“correct answers” or labels in the data. But tagged data is often unreliable or too expensive to obtain. In
such cases, by giving the model freedom of action to search for dependencies, good results can be obtained.
Semi-supervised learning
Semi-supervised learning is characterized by its name: the training dataset contains both labeled and
unallocated data. This method is especially useful when it is difficult to extract important features from the
data or mark out all objects - a laborious task. This machine learning method is common for analyzing
medical images such as computed tomography scans.
Reinforcement learning
Video games are based on a system of incentives. Complete the level and get a reward. Defeat all
monsters and earn a bonus. Trapped - the end of the game. These incentives help players understand how
best to act in the next round of the game. Without feedback, people would just make random decisions and
hope to move on to the next gaming level.
Reinforcement learning works on the same principle. Video games are a popular test environment
for research.
2. Application Supervised learning way for IP Traffic
When machine learning is used to classify IP traffic, a number of concepts change their meaning.
For the purpose of further discussion, the following three terms related to flows are defined:
stream or unidirectional stream: a series of packets sharing the same tuple of five elements:
source and destination IP addresses, source and destination port numbers, protocol number;
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bidirectional flow: a pair of unidirectional flows flowing in opposite directions between the
same source and destination IP addresses and ports;
full stream: a bi-directional stream captured during its entire existence from creation to
completion of the connection.
A class typically indicates IP traffic generated by an application or group of applications [3].
The attributes are usually numerical attributes calculated based on network packets. Not all features
equally affect the classification process, therefore, in practice, classifiers choose the smallest set of features
that will lead to effective separation.
Figure 4 is covered the complete learning and verification process that occurs in the queue processing
rules.
An optimal approach to the method of supervised learning should provide for pre-classified samples
of five types of IP-traffic:
Learning Phase: classification and regression
Classification - the division of objects into predetermined groups according to the characteristics of
objects;
regression - the search for a function that simulates the set of studied objects with the least error.
There are many investigated objects 𝑋 = {𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , … , 𝑥𝑛 }.
Traffic corresponding to a class that
is later identified on the network

Traffic from other applications that
may meet in future

Sensitive - type of traffic that is
sensitive to delays and requires
speedy delivery

Learning phase:
classification and
regression

Queue
processing
algorithms

Output
signal

Unwanted - spam and malicious
types of traffic

The rest is the traffic that is allocated
the band remaining after servicing
sensitive data streams
Figure 4. Teaching for traffic classifier classes with Supervised learning.

Each object is characterized by a set of variables 𝑋𝑗 = {𝑎1 , 𝑎2 , … , 𝑎𝑚 , 𝑦}, where 𝑎𝑖 − observable
variables whose values are known; 𝑦 − is a dependent variable whose value needs to be determined [4-5].
Moreover, each variable 𝑎𝑖 takes a value from some set 𝐴𝑖 = {𝑎𝑖1 , 𝑎𝑖2 , … }. Observed variables are often
called attributes or attributes. If the set 𝐶 = {𝑐1 , 𝑐2, … , 𝑐𝑘 } of values of the variable 𝑦 is finite, then the
problem is called the classification problem. If the variable 𝑦 takes values on the set of real numbers 𝑅, then
the problem is called the regression problem.
Queue processing algorithms
Most often, the following queue processing algorithms are used in routers and switches:
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-

traditional FIFO algorithm;
priority queuing;
custom queuing;
weighted fair queuing.

3. Classifier training model with supervised learning
In Figure 5 the classifier training model with supervised learning is proposed.
Calculation of traffic statistics
First, a mixture of “traffic traces” is collected, which includes instances of the application of interest
to us and instances of other interfering applications (such as HTTP, DNS, SSH and / or P2P).
CALCULATION OF TRAFFIC STATISTICS
Traffic classes
(C, D, X)

Processing traffic
flow statistics

Data
sampling

LEARNING PROCESS
Traffic filtering
Training

CLASSIFICATION MODEL
Figure 5. Classifier training model with supervised learning.

The main characteristics of traffic classes are given in Table 1.
Table 1.
The main characteristics of traffic classes
Traffic classes

Characteristics

А

Constant Bit Rate - CBR. Temporal relationships between transmitted and received data are required.
With the establishment of the connection. Examples: voice traffic, television image traffic.

В

Variable bit rate - VBR. Temporal relationships between transmitted and received data are required.
With the establishment of the connection. Examples: compressed voice, compressed video image.

С

Variable bit rate - VBR. No timing relationship between transmitted and received data is required. With
the establishment of the connection. Examples: traffic of computer networks in which end nodes
operate using connection-establishing protocols: frame relay X25, LLC2, TCP.

D

Variable bit rate - VBR. No timing relationship between transmitted and received data is required. No
connection. Examples: computer network traffic in which end nodes operate using connectionless
protocols.

X

The type of traffic and its parameters are determined by the user.
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Processing traffic flow statistics. The step “processing flow statistics” includes the calculation of the
statistical properties of these flows and leads to the beginning of the formation of signs.
There are two approaches to collecting network traffic flow statistics for intrusion detection:
collection at key points in the network;
collection statistics directly at network nodes.
Collection at key points in the network involves the use of specific hardware or dedicated gateways,
firewalls.
An alternative to the described approach is to collect statistics directly at network nodes. In this case,
it is usually carried out using software installed on all network nodes of the controlled object.
Data sampling. Data sampling step, designed to narrow down the search for the training algorithm
when it encounters extremely large training data sets [6].
The data sampling step extracts statistics from a subset of cases of various application classes and
passes them to the classifier, which will be used in the training process.
Learning process
The step of traffic filtering / selecting features is desirable in order to limit the number of features
actually used in training the classifier and thus create a classification model. The output signal in Figure 5
is a classification model.
Conclusion
In conclusion, it should be noted that the use of machine learning methods for classifying IP traffic
makes it possible to solve the problems of classification and regression and to predict the output for new
input streams of network traffic. The proposed model of classifier training with supervised learning allows
to calculate the processing of traffic statistics and filter traffic to limit the number of attributes used in the
learning process.
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